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Sultan Suleiman (‘Suleiman the Magnificent -   ‘) was an accom-
plished poet, writing in Persian and Turkish languages. 

For this project, Ottoman court composers‘ forgotten pieces 
have been selected and integrated as enigmatic poetry into 
musical scores. The literary merges with the musical. A radical 
new approach, that conveys Suleiman’s poetry to be experienced 
in an unheard way.

WHISPERING KANUNI is performed by the baroque ensemble 
Musica Sequenza on authentic instruments of the 16th century. 
The traditional instruments of the Ottoman court music; ney 
flute, kanun and kudüm percussion are highlighted in the pro-
gram. 

The audience is comfortably seated in a soft circle around the 
orchestra, thereby becoming part of an intimate, court-like set-
ting. Poets or ‘Storytellers’ are amongst the audience, and on 
occasion chant, whisper or read out loud the pieces of poetry, 
both in the original language as translated into German or Eng-
lish (t.b.d.). The Storytellers move thoughtfully or emotional-
ly through the audience,  sit with audience or orchestra; they 
weave a bond between orchestra and courtesans (the audience), 
thereby embodying the voice and feelings of Suleyman Kanuni. 

Burak Özdemir and ensemble Musica Sequenza’s work mainly 
focuses on discovering forgotten treasures of the ancient centu-
ries and display them in unique ways to today’s audiences world-
wide.  WHISPERING KANUNI is the next chapter in this ongoing 
project cycle.



// Throne of my lonely niche, my 
wealth, my love, my moonlight.
// My most sincere friend, my con-
fidant, my very existence, my Sul-
tan, my one and only love.
// The most beautiful among the 
beautiful …
// My springtime, my merry faced 
love, my daytime, my sweetheart, 
laughing leaf …
// My plants, my sweet, my rose, 
the only one who does not dis-
tress me in this room …
// My Istanbul, my karaman, the 
earth of my Anatolia
// My Badakhshan, my Baghdad 
and Khorasan
// My woman of the beautiful hair, 
my love of the slanted brow, my 
love of eyes full of misery …
// I’ll sing your praises always
I, lover of the tormented heart, 
Muhibbi of the eyes full of tears, 
I am happy.



Burak Özdemir | composition & artistic director
Diana Ramirez | soprano
Tim Willis | baroque violin
Annie Gard | baroque violin
Chang Yoo | baroque viola
Linda Mantcheva | baroque cello
Mirjam Wittulski | contrabass
Charlie Zhang | oud
Ercan Irmak | ney flute
Asim Senocak | qanun
Cengiz Özdemir | percussion
Daniel Mulder | creative director & visuals
Alessandro Seggioli | Assistant Director & Dramaturgy
Burcu Özdemir | costume
Carlo Grippa | Sound
Jörg Bittner | Light
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